Numerical study of critical re-entrainment velocity of fire smoke within the street canyons with different building height ratios.
Traffic accident may bring vehicle fire in the street canyons. With its high temperature and numerous hazardous materials, the smoke produced by the vehicle fire may cause serious damage to the human body and the properties nearby, such as the glass curtain walls of buildings. The influence of the ambient air flow speed and street aspect ratio on the dispersion of fire smoke in street canyon has been analyzed by FDS software and theoretical analysis in this study. The impact of different windward building heights and different ambient air flow speeds u0 on the fire smoke were investigated. The results show that the fire smoke tilts towards the opposing direction of the ambient air flow within the street canyon, while the ambient air flow is perpendicular to the windward building. The results indicate that the critical re-entrainment velocity decreases at first, and then increases until it attains a constant with the building height ratio H1/H2. Finally, a predictive model of the critical re-entrainment velocity was developed under different building height ratios H1/H2.